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Vacuus requirement far electron storage rings are 
most demanding to fulfill, due to the presence of gas 
desorption caused bv large quantities of synchrotron 
radiation, the very United area accessible for pimping 
ports, the need lor 10~* torr pressures in the ring, 
end for pressures a decade louer in the interaction 
regions. Design features of a uide variety of 
distributed ion sublimation pumps fOIP) developed at 
SLAC to Beet these requirements Mill be discussed, as 
uell as NEC ( non-evaporable getter) pumps tested for 
use in the large Electron Positron Collider at CERH. 
Application ol DIP to ouch higher pressures in electron 
damping rings for the Stanford Linear Collider uill be 
discussed. 

Introduction 

The first electron storage ring. assembled at 
Stanford University in 1963. employed stainless steel 
chambers and discrete ultra-high vacuum stations utth 
oil diffusion pumping. Research probing failure to 
maintain the necessary 10"' torr vacuum in the presence 
of stored beans dictated pumping uith oil-free ion 
supination pumps. and produced e model1 union 
predicted for the next 2 generations of storage rings 
(SPEAR-DORIS and PEP-PETRA) the synchrotron-radiation-
induced desorption rates. Even though our subsequent 
research shoued that aluminum chambers reduced 
radiation induced desorption by a factor =5 from 
stainless steel, it uas clear from the quite limited 
chamber conductance that some kind of distributed 
pumping uas necessary. Ion subtimation punp ceils 
uithin the vaeuum chambers in the bending magnets uere 
chosen uith enough discrete ion pumps around the ring 
to raintain vacuus in the absence of bending magnet 
fields (and beam). Use of M P in magnetic fields uhose 
primary function uos to shape stored beam orbits led to 
research on punp behavior and empirical formulae for 
predicting speed as a function of pressure, applied 
voltage and magnetic field. The first such uork 
available uas a 1969 preprint* from Novosibirsk by 
Kalev and Trachtenberg. This uork received uider 
distribution uhen it uas published, slightly modified, 
in Vacuum (1973)3. About a year later Kartuig and 
Kouptsidis published a more complete analysis', uhich 
caused nalev and Trachtenberg to modify their speed 
formula to be valid in the high nagnetic field case*. 
I shall use the formalism of Itartwig and Kouptsidis4 in 
the following discussion. In normal operation, ion 
pumps have two significant discharge nodes. uhich 
differ in their potential profile in the celt. In the 
LKr-mode Clou magnetic field) the space charge of an 
electron cloud extended over the entire cell volume 
deforms the potential profile. In the Hnr-mode (high 
magnetic field) there is a field-free plasoa region 
around the cell axis and a ctoud of electrons forming a 
sheath adjacent to the anode. In a p'lct of discharge 
intensity I/P (or pump speed) vs. magnetic field, the 
speed becomes non-zero at a specific ignition field B\, 
Starting at Bi the speed rises linearly, merging 
tangentially with th=t given by Eq.<«> at Zii. At a 
higher transition field Btr, the discharge snitches to 
HM.f made. For B)Btr tilt speei1 remains constant if the 
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pressure is less than =10"' torr, but foils somewhat if 
p>)0'7 torr. A summary of the formulae of Hartuig and 
Koirptsidis' f ol lous for convenient reference. 
Discharge Ignition occurs for magnetic fields greater 
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nisalignnent of the cell by 0 uith respect to the 
magnetic fielj reduces the electron cloud radius toi 

r.« - r, cos 0 - 0.51, sin 0 (6) 

Uhere symbols and units aret 
B - applied magnetic field in 6 
Bj - nagnetie field at ignition point in u 
Bt r = magnetic field at transition point in 0 
Jt..A * anode height, eifectivo height of cell in 
P = pressure in torr 
r». r a, = actual, effective eel! radius 1n cm 
ST = nitrogen punping speed of 1 cell in £/see 
U« = anode voltage in V 
9 = angle betueen anode axis and magnetic field 

direction 

The punping speed for an array of n cells is 
obtained by multiplying by n and inking account of the 
conductance of the gaps betueen the cell anodes and 
cathode plates, as is discussed in the source' paper*. 
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ftalev and Trachtenberg?.* provide a useful empirical 
formula for the ninfmm pressure to maintain the 
discharge (or pumping!. In the sane units as above? 

f.ln ' 3 ( 0.9*10*1"» «r.»- I 

DIP for the, Pampina P. inn 

The application Of DIP to UBV production in electron 
storage rings is writ established. In the realization 
of the SIC (Stanford Linear Collider) electrons and 
positrons wist be denp*o for J u s i n auxiliary damping 
rings before final infection into the 2-aile linac. To 
achieve fast dsmping JOIcC bending fields are required, 
uhile for snail omittance 63KGSB focusing fields are 
necessary. The vacuum chamber cross section is shorn 
in rig. I. Hole that the outside dimensions are 67 mm 
x 19 mm. Although the base pressure tattf-v* 10"* torr 
and the operating pressure r«quirci£ftht.' Uith,.rf-tM 
13.1«H of synchrotron radiation poue/fjjt oî lji;. tn-7 

torr, because of the snail magnet bore and chamber 
conductance a flip is required. The M P pump uas 
designed to produce a total speed of T.li 10' jC's» and 
is combined uith 20 discrete 2Q£/sec ion punps around 
the 34m circunf ert-nce uhich act as holding punps. The 
performance of the prototype (207-3map cells. tt - 5.7 
xa) is shoun in Figs. 2-4. Pig. 2 gives the speed as a 
function of Br uith B| and Bt, (calculated from Cq.CU 
end Eq.(2>l indicated. Since the teat pressure is <10"' 
terr, the speed is constant for 8 > Bt r. Fig. 3 
gives speed vj anode voltage for B = 20fcG. (The solid 
curves uere houevtr calculated from rialev and 
Trachtenberg''* bv choice of the test engineer.) rig. 
4 shous the spied va, pressure behavior and demonstrates 
the predicted optimliaticn at !0*7 torr as uell as the 
expected Fall off above that pressure. The damping 
ring is now complete and as of rtarch 6. 1563 stored a 
beam of 0.6 nA at vEO nev uith a Sp of Is 10"* torr. 
The final specification is a circulating beam of 140 mA 
at 1.2 Bev with p < 10"' torr. From our experience, 
the ring Hill process and clean up by a factor of 10. 
so the measured figures project a very comfortable 
conformance uith specifications. The total installed 
cost (including engineering and design) for the damping 
ring DIP uas SI2/X/S. 
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Fig. 2 speed vs Magnetic Field for SIC DIP 
prototype 
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Fig. 3 Speed vs Anode Voltage for SLC 0IP 
Prototype 
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A major detector at FEP is the IPC (time projection 
chamber). In order to maintain interaction region 
pressures in the Ion 10.-' torr range or loss. KIP pumps 
uere designed to fit at each end of the ohsstber 
contained uithin the TPC. using the detector magnetic 
field. The pump, shoun in Fig. S had a speed of about 
350 tss. and uas both tapered and fitted uith a Ce-Cu 
electrical shield to minimus higtwr-ordcr-mode 
generation induced by the circulating beams. In puops 
near the beam line, it ts necessary to shadow the 
electrical feedthrough by some kind of defining 
aFerture or shield. The tuo IPC pumps uere engineered^ 
designed, fabricated and installed for a tctal of 50K», 
or about »70i/S. 

M P fj>£ !i££ is toy Qagg£ii£ Eifjds. 

rig. t Cross section ' SIC jacping ring vacuum 
chamber 1) 3 o-din. cylindrical anode. 
2).3) insul lors. 4) uasher S» titaniun 
cathode, »l screw 

In an attempt to produce a DIP structure, useable in 
LIP (uhich lira a c:g.ietic field at injection of only 
JOOO. LM-'snl >n4 Broebner* have studied RIP 
structures i-'iose auoOss are forned of favors (spaced o 
leu n apart) of perforated plates aligned and 
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Tig, 4 Speed vs Pressure for SXC M P Prototype 

assembled to occupy the space of normal cylindrical 
anodes. Such a structure u1Ui a 3-cell uide, 5-layer 
anode showed higher conductance to the beam and a loner 
discharge ignition field B< than those obtained lor 
conventional cylindrical anodes* The latter property 
1s presumably due to the relative freedom ol lateral 
movement of the discharge within the layered anode 
structure compared to cylindrical structures* and might 
not be expected to persist ts the sane degree in a 
l-oell uide structure. Subsequent tests by the same 
author*' confirmed this caveat. By using 50 mm r* 
cells, they were able to design a single rou ion punp 
which Marked in magnetic fields between 200 and 12000, 
employing layered anodes. the linear pumping speed 
reached 150 A/s-m, but uas reduced by various operating 
condition! such as lou bakeout tenpfcrature. saturation 
by pumped gas. or increased working temperature due to 
synchrotron radiation heating. The minimum Bi = 200G 
is dangerously close to the minimum LCP injection 
field, even uith reduction of anode voltage ta 2kv to 
maintain a discharge at these lou magnetic fields, as 
suggested by to,. 171. 

N E S Punas isr. LEE 

As we have seen above, production of the required 3 
x 10** torr vacuum in ItP, to be built in the proximity 
of CERN. poses unique problems uhich are very difficult 
if not impossible to solve uith DIP technology. For 
this reason. C. Denvcnuti of CCMI has proposed, 
evaluated in the laboratory, and tested in operation at 
PC7RA i linear NEC <non evaparable getter I punp. On 
the basis of these careful and successful tests 1, the 
decision has been taken to employ NEC pumps for 
distributed pumping on LCP. Uith permission of C. 
benvenuti. some of his data is presented here. 

The circumference of LEP is about 27 km. of which 
dipole magnets and multipole magnets comprise 2< km, 
divided by valves into 474 n-long sections. each 
consisting of 6 cells of 79 • leii£th. In each cell 
there are Z groups of 3 vacuum chambers leach 12 • 
long) Inserted into the dipole magnets, and T short 
straight sections (total length 7 a ) in the quadrupole 
and sextupole magnets. The dipole vacuum chamber is a 
straight aluminum alloy extrusion coated uith a (en mm 
of lead to absorb synchrotron radiation, and is shoun 
In cross section in rig. 6. Hater cooling Is used to 
carry auay heat produced in the chamber, and periodic 
holes provide good conductance to the pump channel. 

fig. 5 Tapered DIP for Time Projection Chamber 

A material uhich provides 'pumping action (then 
introduced in bulk form into a vacuum system is called 
a non evamorable getter* in contrast to materials such 
as titanium which provide pumping only when sublimated. 
The HE6 pumps form stable compounds uith most active 
gases C0i. Nj. HiO. CO. C0i...>. while sorption of Hj 
is thermally reversible. Noble gases and methane are 
not pumped. After air exposure! the surface of the NEG 
is saturated and pumping must be reestablished by 
activation; healing uhieh diffuses the gas on the 
surface into the bulk ol the getter and reduces in the 
NEC the level oi Hi uhen Its dissociation pressure 
there exceeds the H t pressure in the vacuum system. 11 
large quantities of active gases are to be pumped after 
activation, the getter temperature must be kept high 
enough to provide an adequate rate oi diffusion of the 
stable connounds farmed into the bulk of the getter and 
avoid surface saturation. or the NEC must be 
periodically heated for this purpose. The best kneun 
commercial getter is presently ST 101'. a 2i— I65SA1 
alloy bonded as a powder to a constcntan ribbon. For 
this NEC, full activation requires 30 min. at 700*C or 
1 day at 600'C. Pumping speeds of fresh surfaces are 
=1 Jl/s-cm: for Hj and CO aver the temperature ranga 
20°c to 4 0 0 ' C < 0 . Up to 0.6 torr-Jt/cm' can be sorbed 
for Hi without enbrittlement, and can therefore be 
reversibly desorbed by heating. optimum operating 
temperature is 400°C for heavy gases at pressures >10"* 
torr. uith loner temperatures required for louer 
pressures. Hi can be pumped at 20°C for pressures 
belou 10"* torr. Tests for LEP employed 30 mm-uide 
ribbons uhieh could be heated by direct current, and 
provided active surface area and pumping speed per 
meter of 500 cm- and S00 jt/S> respectively. 

The ribbon was mounted by means of insulators spaced 
30 cm apart Jta a rigid stainless steel frame uhfeh was 
slid into the pumping channel of the vacuum chamber of 
Fig. 6. This insulator spacing allowed expansion 
during activation to be aeeimmodated uith either 
vertical or horizontal mounting of the strip as shoun 
in Fig. 7, and allowed reduction of the pumping channel 
from M mm (required for 01P) to 52 mm. Heating 
currents of I0OA produced REG teeperatures ml 70Q*C> 
while S0A gave 400*C. corresponding to power 
dissipations of 900 and 225 Ufa. respectively. 
Although this pouer could easily be removed by water 
cooling, even the 50A current would perturb the stored 
LEP beam. The HEG must therefore he used at room 
temperature and intermittently heated uhen pumping 
speed becomes inadequate. Experimental results' shou 
that only a feu minutes at Wt are required to effect 
restoration of speed; this process is referred to as 
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"conditioning", and la distinct Iron 700«C activation. 
necessary only after air exposure. 

Lead Coanno. Ceflling Channel i Pump ClMMlM 

M I Cooling Chemd tCeolin& < 

Fig. G Cross section of the LIP dipele vacuum chamber 

Fig. 7 Cross section of the pumping channel Hith NEC 
mounted horizontally or vertically 

Variation of pooping speed vs. puaped quantity, Q, 
uas measured with a test done for individual gases on 
freshly activated neu KtS samples. and is shoun in Fig. 
t. The pimping speed (or C0 2 (not shoun) is close to 
that for CO. Puoping speed for M,0 has been measured 
by a different technique*. and is about 850 Jl/i-a. 
Holy for the case of Bj is there evidence ol internal 
diffusion uithin the NES affecting the speed as a 
function of rate, as is shoun in Fig. *. 

Pwpdoim and bafeeout C1ZD—I50"c> cycles Here 
carried out on a 7 • long LEP chamber with NEC 
installed, and are shoun in Fig. 9- Here a 70 JS/s 
turbomotecular pump end a 30 JB/s ion pump uere 
connected, uith the turbo pump vatved off immediately 
after NEG activation. The ultimate pressure is 
marginally affected betuean curve A (24 hour bake) and 
curve B (2 hour bake). Pressures of IB'** torr uere 
outlined uithin 5 hours for the latter east. For these 
curves H z comprised *0)s of the total pressure after 
bake. Curve C repeats curve B. uith the ion pamp 
throttled to 0.3 J/ar-s. In this case. methane and 
mater vapor show slightly higher partial pressures than 
Hi-

By comparing PETBfk to LEP, Benvenuti concluded that 
for equal beam currents PETRA has about tuieo the 
photon flux per meter, with comparable spectral shapes 
(14 Gov PETP.A is SO Oev LEP). He presents an equation 
dsrived from experience at PEJRA lor the dynamic 
degassing theret 
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• Variation of NEC's, pumping speed S at room 
temperature as a function of pumped quantities 
q of gas. Both S and a refer to 1 m of getter 
strip it mm uida. Spread from different 
samples is about TOSS. 

Fig. 4 Puetpdoun curves for a LEP chamber 7 m long 
equipped uith a linear KES punp. The chamber 
is baked at 1J0--150"C for 24 h (curve A) or 
I h (curves 8 and C>. Tor curve C the pumping 
speed cl the SP and IMP ore reduced, by 
interposed riiaprr&gms, to 2.3 Jl/s. 
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Beierences 

dprdl = 6.7 « lO-'e**-", 

•there the tern on the left is the pressure increase in 
torr (or InA circulating beast, and b is the integrated 
baaa current intensity (dose). A standard 7a PEIRA 
chamber i>» replaced by a new one uith S.S» ol NEC 
replacing the DIP in the bending nagnets. The 
differential pressure vjt dose to lOAh is shoun in rig. 
10 by the solid lines uhieh shou discontinuous drops at 
each of the 3 conditioning tines. For comparison, the 
dashed curve I gives the pressure history of another 
new chanter punped by HIP, unite curve If is derived 
from Eq.CD). The experiment in PETH* is considered 
fully satisfactory for proving the feasibility of Ht6 
pimping for IEP. 
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Fig. 10 Variation el the differential pressure rise as 
a function of the Integrated beam dose far the 
NE6 pumped chamber at PETftft (full line). Also 
shoun (dotted lines) are the sane variations 
for another new charter pucped by ISP (1) and 
the reference curve (ID expressed by 
equation (•)-

Bsnvenuti has also made experimental tests uhich 
shou that the KED, fitted itith oldest safety cutoffs, 
con survive occidental atmospheric exposure even at 
700*0. Use Of KES also alloUS reduotion of the nunners 
of turbopuup stations and of discrete ien pimps, as 
veil as the maicinutt current of the voltage supplies for 
the letter, because they can be started at 10 ' torr. 
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